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The aim of this paper is to explore the ambiguities and contradictions that surround 

Virginia Woolf’s use of the maternal in two of her seminal works written simultaneously 

at the peak of her career, Orlando (1928) and A Room of One’s Own (1929). Both are 

directed at unearthing our literary mothers from obscurity, and reserving a space for the 

woman writer in the history as well as in the future of literary production. Woolf’s 

reaction to the nineteenth-century model of the woman as an eternal procreator resulted in 

characters like the ‘unmaternal’ Mrs Dalloway,
1

 who ‘could not dispel a virginity 

preserved through childbirth’ (MD 40),
2

 or Mrs Ramsay, the prolific mother, 

paradoxically reduced to ‘a wedge-shaped core of darkness’.
3
 Even when biological 

mothering does not always lead to death (as in the case of Shakespeare’s fictitious sister, 

whose talent was caught in a woman’s body, and was therefore destined to be ruined), it 

always results in a textual stillbirth in Woolf’s feminist agenda. And, while Orlando is 

involved in a dialectic relationship with the dominant psychoanalytic discourse of the 

early twentieth century, employing even the techniques of jokes (as recorded by Freud) in 

order to cancel some of the dominant theses around maternity, the biographer/narrator 

fails to imagine Orlando as a biological mother.  Pregnancy and labour are appropriated in 

these two texts for the purpose of assigning a viable identity to the female creator, whereas 

Woolf’s twentieth-century version of the maternal is, surprisingly, both reminiscent of the 

eighteenth-century notion of motherhood as an antagonistic relationship between mother 

and child structured upon power and dominion, but also resonant of the male-centred and 

ancient-old idea that children of the brain are far more significant than children of the 

body. 

The literary mother of the woman writer is, of course, a pivotal figure in A Room 

of One’s Own, as it is only through her feminine past, through discovering her links with 

her predecessors, that any woman can write. In her vastly quoted, ‘we think back through 

our mothers if we are women’,
4
 Woolf not only celebrates matrilineage, but establishes it 

as a presupposition for the existence of the woman writer. She comes, in a sense, to 

complement T. S. Eliot’s groundbreaking theory (published in 1919 in ‘Tradition and the 
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Individual Talent’, a few years before Woolf’s extensive essay) that ‘no artist of any art 

has his complete meaning alone’ and that ‘the best […] parts of his work may be those in 

which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously’.
5
 Though 

she more than agrees with him that ‘masterpieces are not single and solitary births’ (ROO 

63), she finds it imperative to accommodate for the missing ‘she’ in Eliot: ‘poetry ought to 

have a mother as well as a father’ (ROO 98), she argues.
6
 

Her figurative mothers are rescued from obscurity in A Room of One’s Own; Lady 

Winchilsea, Margaret Cavendish, Dorothy Osborne, Aphra Behn, Jane Austen, George 

Eliot, and even ‘Anon, who wrote so many poems without signing them’ (ROO 48), are all 

granted their place in the history of literary production. It is they who have made possible 

the existence of modern women writers, as their foremothers have actually ‘earned them 

the right to speak their minds’ (ROO 63), Woolf argues. Furthermore, A Room of One’s 

Own is preoccupied, albeit in a transitory manner, with literal mothers as well, in an 

attempt to acknowledge their importance in history: ‘is the charwoman who has brought 

up eight children’, Woolf wonders, ‘of less value to the world than the barrister who has 

made a hundred thousand pounds?’ (ROO 39). And, in a rather passing remark, Woolf 

feels the need to involve the biological mother in the creative process: ‘[w]hen’, she 

remarks, ‘one reads of a witch being ducked, of a woman possessed by devils, of a wise 

woman selling herbs, or even of a very remarkable man who had a mother, then I think we 

are on the track of a lost novelist, a suppressed poet’ (ROO 48, emphasis added).
7
 

Yet, talented mothers of biological children are bound to annihilation. The 

suppressed genius hidden in the body of the mother of ‘a very remarkable man’ turns into 

‘some mute and inglorious Jane Austen, some Emily Brontë who dashed her brains out on 

the moor or mopped and mowed about the highways crazed with the torture that her gift 

had put her to’ (ROO 48), we read a few lines below. Creation and procreation remain 

incompatible, as Judith Shakespeare’s example—Woolf’s perception of the inspired and 

artistic sixteenth-century woman—also clearly manifests.
8
 Shakespeare’s imaginary and 

‘extraordinarily gifted sister’ finds herself trapped within her impregnated body, a body 

incapable of carrying both spiritual and biological children at the same time. Nick Greene, 

the ruthless actor-manager, comes to confirm that any female body that wishes to exceed 

its limits beyond its reproductive capacity must be a dead body.
9
 Unable to engage herself 

in the theatre, like her brother, or even to shelter herself in the nearby tavern, Judith 
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Shakespeare ‘killed herself’, her baby and her talent ‘one winter’s night and lies buried at 

some crossroads where the omnibuses now stop outside the Elephant and the Castle’ 

(ROO 46-47). 

Even so, A Room of One’s Own ends with an optimistic slant. The dead poet can 

be resurrected, Woolf claims, walk among us again, live ‘in you and in me’, even in all 

those ‘other women’, who are not able to attend her lecture, or read her essay, because 

they are ‘putting the children to bed’ (ROO 107-8). Although Woolf offers no definite 

plans on how the average woman will ‘escape a little from the common sitting-room’, 

apart from the economists’ advice to go on bearing children, but ‘in twos and threes, not in 

tens and twelves’ (ROO 107), or on how she will secure a room of her own and five 

hundred a year,, she does promise the dead poet ‘will put on the body which she has so 

often laid down’ (ROO 108). 

Seen in that light, it would be interesting to examine the extent to which that 

promise is kept in Orlando, which was published a year before the essay, but was 

composed concurrently, and is Woolf’s fictional version of the history of the female 

author. Although it is published as a novel, Orlando is subtitled A Biography, and linked 

to a real-life person and Woolf’s intimate friend, Vita Sackville-West, both through the 

pictures of Sackville-West and her ancestors included in the book, but mainly through the 

constant allusions to Sackville-West’s noble past and present life. But, my intention here 

is not to read Orlando as a text that illuminates Woolf and Sackville-West’s Sapphic 

relationship, or vice versa; the topic has, I believe, been extensively dealt with.
10

 My 

interest lies rather in exploring Orlando as a joke that attempts crucial subversions of 

well-established notions of the maternal. The book was written, after all, as a joke,
11

 and 

became for Woolf both a source of pleasure and release of energy, and at the same time an 

indirect, well-covered attack on monolithic versions of history and sexuality, gender 

polarities, and dominant institutions. In that sense Orlando verifies one of Freud’s theses 

concerning the purpose of jokes, according to which a joke may represent a rebellion 

against an authority and ‘a liberation from its pressure’.
12

 This is something Woolf must 

have been aware of, as, despite the fact that she was reluctant to read Freud before meeting 

him in person in December 1939, she was exposed to everyday conversations with 

members of the Bloomsbury Group directly associated with psychoanalysis and Freud.
13
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The novel could be summarized perhaps as a nonsensical joke, as its principal 

character is repeatedly involved in a series of contradictions: Orlando is both a man and a 

woman, for example, both Victorian and Modern, both married and free. The technique of 

nonsensical jokes, Freud writes in Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious (1905; the 

first English translation was published in 1916), consists ‘in presenting something that is 

stupid and nonsensical, the sense of which lies in the revelation and demonstration of 

something else that is stupid and nonsensical’ (Jokes 96). So, Orlando’s paradoxical 

nature can be read as nothing but a joke that exposes the absurdity of a society that denies 

women their rights, prescribes fixed modes of behaviour for them, and penalizes anyone 

who deviates from these patterns. If the English Law presses the following charges against 

Orlando: 1) that she was dead, 2) that she was a woman, which amounts to much the same 

thing, 3) that she was an English Duke (O 161)—which, if taken separately could be valid, 

but taken together, they exclude one another and therefore render these accusations 

absurd—Woolf empowers Orlando by attributing all these characteristics to him/her. S/he 

is allowed more freedom than any other character in fiction perhaps, roaming throughout 

five centuries (he is born in the sixteenth century and is still in her forties in the twentieth 

century, when the book ends), as a man or a woman interchangeably, as an English 

nobleman and heir making the most of life, or an English Lady whose husband is very 

conveniently ‘always sailing round Cape Horn’ (O 252).  

Yet, although Orlando is authorized by Woolf to achieve the impossible, there is 

one aspect of her character which brings her creator at a complete loss. And this is 

Orlando, the mother, or father initially, of three sons by Rosina Pepita (the gypsy dancer 

he marries in Constantinople a few days before his inexplicable change into a woman),
14

 

as well as Orlando the mother of a legitimate male heir by Marmaduke Bonthrop 

Shelmerdine (her nineteenth-century husband). 

Orlando’s identity as a birth parent occupies such a liminal space in the book and 

in Orlando’s life, that she even seems unacquainted with the fact that she fathers three 

sons by Pepita: ‘They said I had three sons by […] a Spanish dancer’, she explains to her 

English husband (O 243, emphasis added). The maternal aspect of Orlando’s character 

was undoubtedly an agonizing issue for Woolf, given the fact that childbearing was 

forbidden to her (both Leonard Woolf and her sister, Vanessa Bell, conformed to the 

doctors’ views that children would be a source of extra stress to her). Throughout her life, 
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Woolf felt dispossessed for not having children and envious of both her sister and 

Sackville-West as mothers. In her diary entry of 21 December 1925, Woolf writes of 

Sackville-West: ‘There is her maturity and full breastedness’, ‘her motherhood (but she’s 

a little cold & offhand with her boys) her being in short (what I have never been) a real 

woman’ (D3 52). Sackville-West’s criticism of that aspect of Orlando in a letter to her 

husband is, as Victoria Smith argues, ironical: ‘Marriage and motherhood would either 

modify or destroy Orlando, as a character: they do neither’.
15

 The child, Sackville-West 

writes, referring evidently to her English son with Shel and completely disregarding 

Orlando’s gypsy progeny, ‘contributes less than nothing [to the story], but even strikes 

rather a false note’.
16

 

Whether Orlando was informed of the existence of his/her gypsy sons, or whether 

she wishes to renounce them, remains unresolved in the text; one thing is for certain, 

though: she is more than relieved to read the annulment of her Turkish marriage in the 

settlement of her lawsuits: 

‘Children pronounced illegitimate […]. So they don’t inherit, which is all to the 

good. … Sex? Ah! What about my sex? My sex’, she read out with some 

solemnity, ‘is pronounced indisputably, and beyond the shadow of doubt […] 

female. The estates which are now desequestrated in perpetuity descend and are 

tailed and entailed upon the heirs male of my body, or in default of marriage’—

but here she grew impatient with this legal verbiage, and said, ‘but there won’t 

be any default of marriage, nor of heir either, so the rest can be taken as read.’
17

 

(O 243) 

It is interesting to notice how Orlando, as a nineteenth-century woman, is so much attuned 

to the spirit of the age (longing for a husband), whereas, as a mother, she is a strange echo 

of the eighteenth-century picaresque Moll Flanders or Roxana. Indeed, in her initial plans 

for the novel, Woolf conceived of Orlando as a Defoe narrative (‘I might write a Defoe 

narrative for fun’ [D3 131]). A few years before, in 1919, she had published an article on 

‘The Novels of Defoe’,
18

 where she characterizes Moll Flanders and Roxana as two of 

‘the few English novels which we can call indisputably great’ (CR 87), despite the fact 

that they never gained the popularity of Robinson Crusoe. Woolf admires in Defoe his 

courage to defend his female heroines and expose the injustice done to them, and marvels 

at his characters, because, above all, she writes, ‘they were free to talk openly of the 

passions and desires which have moved men and women since the beginning of time’ (CR 

93).  
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Defoe’s characters are so free, that they even ‘take shape and substance of their own 

accord’ (CR 90), Woolf claims, and cites as an example a scene from Roxana: 

[The moment] when the Prince sits by his son’s cradle and Roxana observes 

how ‘he loved to look at it when it was asleep’, seems to mean much more to us 

than to him [Defoe]. After the curiously modern dissertation upon the need of 

communicating matters of importance to a second person lest, like the thief in 

Newgate, we should talk of it in our sleep, he apologises for his digression. (CR 

91) 

Although Woolf’s joke here is on psychoanalysis, its emphasis on dreams as well as the 

importance of recording and interpreting them in one’s effort to understand the self,
19

 this 

part of Roxana’s narration does indeed ‘mean much more to us’, when read in relation to 

the character’s inability to feel for her son in the way his father does. This passage may 

simply record the father’s love for the child, and pre-echo Roxana’s sincere and shocking 

confession, later in the novel, that the Dutch merchant, her last husband, had more real 

affection for their son than she had ever felt for him: ‘I did not love the Child, nor love to 

see it’, she states bluntly.
20

 Throughout Defoe’s novel, Roxana disregards, abandons, or 

forsakes her progeny in an effort to survive the hardships of her time, and it is exactly 

because both Moll Flanders and Roxana (at least before the appearance of her daughter 

Susan and her insistence that she be acknowledged by her mother) are such monstrous 

mothers, that they are successful. The fact that Woolf selects to quote this particular 

excerpt from Defoe, moreover, may ‘mean much more to us’ about the awe Woolf feels 

towards these eighteenth-century ‘unmaternal’ heroines. Woolf’s acknowledgement to 

Defoe (among others) in the Preface to the novel, which Nigel Nicolson has called ‘all 

spoof’,
21

 may be an honest moment in her book-long joke, after all, as the reader can 

clearly detect traces of these eighteenth-century heartless mothers in Orlando’s eagerness 

to reject her progeny. 

Woolf is evidently more at ease with this ‘insensitive, uncaring mother’ pattern 

than with the nineteenth-century invention of the loving, self-sacrificing mother.
22

 And, 

although Orlando is in every other respect able to adapt to the spirit of each age, she is just 

incapable of performing the part of the modern Madonna. So, she remains untouched even 

by her English heir, for whom, apart from the birth scene (to which I will return later in 

my essay), there is only one passing and indirect reference, when we are told near the end 

of the novel that ‘boy’s boots’ are articles included in her shopping list (O 286). Her 
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maternal love is targeted solely towards ‘The Oak Tree’, this perennial poem, which 

accompanies her throughout the centuries, and which she always carries next to her breast. 

Like a baby, it nests in her bosom; it grows, learns and changes with her; it even demands 

a life of its own, when, ‘as if it were a living thing’, it asks to be published (O 259). Her 

desire to be a writer eclipses any other desire in her life, and is as enduring as the actual 

oak tree, which she had known since 1588, and whose bones feel like ribs from a spine 

when she’s riding them (O 309). Although the oak tree is a symbol of fertility and 

procreation, associated with materiality and the natural world, Woolf transforms it into a 

symbol of literary creativity. The fact that the tree lends its name to Orlando’s most 

important literary work reflects her desire to metaphorize motherhood, as I argue in the 

last part of this essay. 

But, if Orlando has good reasons to dismiss his/her three sons with Pepita (as they 

claim her estate), how can one account for the silence in the text that surrounds Orlando’s 

mothering towards her English son? Her ‘offhandedness’, apart from being an echo of her 

origin’s (Vita Sackville West) aloofness as a mother, verifies once again Woolf’s view 

that procreation and creation are incompatible. The less Orlando has to do with the child, 

the more chances she has to become a successful writer. There are, however, additional 

and related reasons why biological mothering remains a source of permanent discomfort 

for Woolf. One being, that her English son is born in the nineteenth century, the spirit of 

which ‘was antipathetic to her in the extreme’ (O 233), as this is the time when ‘the sexes 

drew further and further apart’, when ‘the life of the average woman was a succession of 

childbirths’, and when ‘the British Empire came into existence’ (O 219). If the Victorian 

woman was defined through her ability to populate and strengthen the nation, in ways that 

reverberate in Woolf’s contemporary fascist ideology which glorified biological 

maternity,
23

 motherhood then, like marriage, becomes just a stage through which Orlando 

has to pass and in which she must be involved in the minimum degree, if she is to escape 

it.  

A second reason is Woolf’s uneasiness with the dominant psychoanalytic 

discourse of the time, Freud’s theories, specifically the literally and metaphorically 

castrated mother published in English by Virginia and Leonard Woolf’s Hogarth Press and 

discussed extensively in the Bloomsbury circle, as mentioned before. Her sharp criticism 

of Freud resonates throughout the text to the extent that Nigel Nicolson’s characterization 
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of the book as the longest ‘love-letter in literature’ (written by Woolf to Sackville-West),
24

 

is obscured by the thought that Orlando is the most original letter of rage (written by 

Woolf to Freud). Read hand in hand with his essay on ‘Femininity’,
25

 the novel can be 

seen as a daunting attempt to make a farce out of Freud. To Freud’s conviction, for 

example, that when girls enter their phallic phase, we are ‘obliged to recognize that the 

little girl is a little man’ (‘Femininity’ 151), she answers with a character that defies 

biology, changes from man to woman, and uses clothes to determine gender. If the love of 

the child is ‘directed to her phallic mother’, whom she later discovers to be castrated 

(‘Femininity’ 160), she answers with a character who is: 1) the father of three sons by 

Rosina Pepita, 2) the mother of a son by Marmaduke Bonthrop Shelmerdine, and 3) both 

the father and the mother of her poem, ‘The Oak Tree’ (Orlando began composing it when 

he was a man and completed it as a woman). If normative female sexuality involves 

growing out of the clitoral into the vaginal, i.e., marriage, her character gets married 

without really being married, for her Bonthrop (bon=good, throp=anthropos=person), 

apart from always being absent, never overshadows Orlando’s desire to write.
26

 Finally, if 

normative femininity involves wishing for a baby more than anything else (‘Femininity’ 

162), and if ‘a mother is only brought unlimited satisfaction by her relation to a son’, ‘the 

most perfect, the most free from ambivalence of all human relationships’ (‘Femininity’ 

168), the only satisfaction her son can give her is the guarantee that she will not be 

dispossessed of her estate. Husband and son are only desired by Orlando as her means of 

securing a place in society that will enable her to write in peace. 

Freud’s model of femininity, motored by the design to integrate women into the 

reproductive pattern of the heterosexual family, was antagonistic to Woolf’s perception of 

a fluid, creative femininity. Throughout her work she insists on the return to the Mother 

figure and celebrates the Minoan-Mycenaean
27

 phase in girls and their reluctance to give 

up the pre-Oedipal mother.
28

 The unearthing of Mother Goddess figurines in Crete in the 

early twentieth century, which testified for a pre-Olympian matriarchy, inspired feminists 

such as Jane Harrison (Woolf’s Greek teacher) and fuelled the development of modernism. 

As Ruth Hoberman convincingly argues, ‘that there could be power, even domination, 

associated with specifically female body parts working in alliance with nature was an 

appealing notion to many women, who then found in their identity as woman a source of 

strength, symbolized by their relation to a Magna Mater’.
29

 But, how does Woolf, the 
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‘spokesperson for the Mother as against Freud the apostle of the Father’,
30

 the creator of 

the archaic matriarchy that prevails in the first part of To the Lighthouse, envisage this 

return to the prehistoric empowerment of female body parts in her modern maternal 

embodiment in Orlando? 

Since there is no trace of concern for her three gypsy sons, or even for her imperial 

progeny, as already stated, let us focus on the ingeniously disguised birth scene in the 

novel, and examine Woolf’s perception of the labouring body, as well as how 

psychoanalysis here fires her imagination and opens up immense possibilities for the 

female writer. Orlando’s labour (there is no mentioning of her pregnancy before that in the 

novel) begins in a passage in which her biographer seems to be so absorbed in bulbs, birds, 

and boats, and only the very alert reader will take notice of Orlando’s ‘gasps and groans’ 

(O 279) and begin to suspect she is in labour. Well aware she is touching upon a taboo 

issue (since this is still the nineteenth century), the biographer willingly goes through a 

process of self-censorship in an effort ‘to veil, to cover, to conceal, to shroud this 

undeniable event whatever it may be’, ‘until the moment comes when it is impossible to 

deny its coming’ (O 279).
31

 By employing the common techniques used in dreams and 

jokes, which Freud terms ‘condensation’, i.e., the combining of several themes into one 

symbol, and ‘displacement’, the transferring of significant issues onto unimportant 

material, the biographer ‘evade[s] restrictions and open[s] sources of pleasure that have 

become inaccessible’ (Jokes 147).  

So, nothing is there to allude to the pains of birth, as the reader is urged to flee the 

birth chamber, surrender to the external intervention of a barrel-organ and be carried by 

thought to Kew Gardens. If Orlando’s nineteenth-century body in labour belongs a priori 

to this general plan of populating of the glorious nation, Kew then, which, like the empire, 

is the hothouse for cultivating the alien and outlandish species, and providing the right 

context within which they could prosper, would be the most appropriate place to transport 

her. Kew’s horticultural colonialism, this transferring of exotic and tropical trees, shrubs 

and palms from their natural habitat, this bringing together of multifarious life which was 

made to flourish in a civilized environment, provides the answer to the question asked by 

the biographer a couple of pages before: ‘The wealth and power of England, these 

leviathans – how do they propagate themselves?’ (O 275).  
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Orlando was ‘of her age’, we are reminded throughout Chapter VI, and as a 

woman of the nineteenth century, it is her duty to be a propagator. Orlando ‘need neither 

fight her age, nor submit to it’, we are told; ‘she was of it, yet remained herself’ (O 254). 

For even if her childbirth takes place within the context of imperial Britain, Woolf finds 

the means to demedicalize and celebrate birth as a female space and transform the torture 

of contractions into moments of ecstasy.
32

 

It seems, first of all, that Orlando follows Queen Victoria’s precedent to defy the 

Christian dogma, according to which women should suffer during labour, and opted for a 

pain-free delivery at the birth of her last two children with the aid of anaesthesia. As 

Orlando is carried away by music, tossing on the waves in his little boat of thoughts, and 

hailing pleasure of all sorts and ‘the splendid fulfilment of natural desires’ (O 280), it is 

hard not to notice the soothing and often satisfying effects the administration of 

chloroform had on women in labour, a much debated issue in the mid-1850s. To the extent 

that chloroform relieved women of severe muscular pain and agony, it made both women 

and accoucheurs happy, as the former were no more prey to their biology, while the latter 

were facilitated in their task. There was, however, a good reason why a large number of 

physicians were against anaesthesia: chloroform did not simply silence the screams of the 

labouring woman, it was also responsible for hysterical ‘instances of delirium, and spasms, 

and convulsions’ and very specific ‘female displays of sexual excitation’, as reported in 

the English journals of the time.
33

 Orlando’s exclamation: ‘Hail! […] pleasure of all sorts’, 

‘hail! In whatever forms it comes, and may there be more forms, and stranger’ directly 

associates birth with a dark, queer, unnameable form of ecstasy that interrupts the whole 

project of ‘binding the empire together’ (O 280-81). 

It is not accidental then that Orlando is assisted by a female midwife, a historical 

inaccuracy, as only doctors had the authority to acquire an analgesic for the woman and 

the means of administering it. (In Queen Victoria’s case, it was John Snow, a leading 

English practitioner in the use of anesthetics.) Woolf has Mrs Banting, the midwife, whose 

art had become by the nineteenth century the most masculine of arts,
34

 return to the scene 

of birth, a fact that asserts reproduction as a private matter that involves women, and 

alludes to female bonding, as female midwives were occasionally accused of titillating 

their patients and arousing them sexually.
35

 Mrs Banting announces sex and gender 

confusion and exposes the absurdity of any rigid sex and gender classifications.
36
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Borrowing her name from an eminent male physiologist Frederick Banting, who shared a 

1923 Nobel Prize for the discovery of insulin, she embodies both the man midwife 

(administering chloroform) and the female midwife lulling Orlando to her secretive, 

euphoric sleep.  

It is also Mrs Banting who voices the culmination of any woman’s desire, 

according to Freud, i.e., the birth of a son, possessor of the phallus, which she can never 

hope to embody. But the son in Orlando is reduced to a silent, almost abstract concept of 

no importance at all. Chief protagonist in the birth scene is the kingfisher, whose coming, 

like the coming of the baby, demands patience and composure. The desire for a son is 

displaced in the text into the expectation of the kingfisher, symbol of serenity and 

calmness after the storm. The bird is also, however, a disguise for Halcyon (Alcyone), a 

woman who defied patriarchal authority in Greek mythology, and was metamorphosed 

into a bird as a punishment by Zeus, the reason being that she and her husband, Ceyx, 

often sacrilegiously thought of themselves as gods and called each other ‘Zeus’ and ‘Hera’. 

Alcyone is allowed to lay her eggs in safety in the heart of winter every year, as her father, 

god of the winds, restrains the storms and calms the waves for seven days. ‘The kingfisher 

comes; the kingfisher comes not’ (O 280); the text attuned to the rhythm of the labouring 

body, contracts; the bird finally ‘flys, burns, bursts [Orlando’s] seal of sleep’, ‘so that now 

floods back refluent like a tide, the red, thick stream of life’ (O 282).  

A joke, Freud writes, is not a joke unless told to someone else (Jokes 195); as a 

social process, it is meant to be shared. It is not every woman, though, that can participate 

in the joke Orlando is telling its readers. If its leading character has found the way to 

overcome gender, sex, and age constraints, or even experience labour as a moment of 

delight, she has managed to do so only because she is a white, upper-middle class 

Englishwoman, because she—he—once was a nobleman in the court of Queen Elizabeth I, 

or, because in the eighteenth century she used to pour tea for Pope, Addison, and Swift. 

But what about the average mother who had to stay at home and put her children to bed in 

A Room of One’s Own? Has she been listening all the while? And laughing with us? One 

can perhaps detect a vague intention to accommodate a larger spectrum of races and 

classes in Woolf’s novel. Orlando’s marriage to Rosina Pepita as well as the time she 

spends with the gypsies is proof of this. Also, her socializing with Nell, the prostitute, and 

her friends, and their forming a sorority at the expense of the gentlemen, does promise that 
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class barriers can be overcome, when women are united by the same cause. Yet, we never 

learn what happened to Rosina, who had to raise three sons all on her own, or whether 

Nell ever became the incarnation of Judith Shakespeare.  

Despite the fact that the novel is an inspired subversion of the concept of the 

maternal as defined within the context of nineteenth-century Britain or early twentieth-

century Freudian psychoanalysis, throughout the book Orlando’s maternal identity 

remains an impasse. She is either a return to the self-centered and voracious eighteenth-

century mothers, as she scandalously disowns her gypsy sons in order to secure her estate, 

or she is simply not there as a mother at all. In her effort to revive our literary mothers, 

Woolf finds it impossible to accommodate literal mothers. The maternal is kept locked at 

the level of metaphor, while the body of the mother is surprisingly appropriated in ways 

that mirror the colonization of the maternal by the male philosopher in Plato’s Symposium.  

In the summer of 1908, Woolf read the Symposium in Greek, produced a nine-page 

commentary on it, and concluded that ‘He [Alcibiades] feels all Socrates’ grandeur—yet 

wishes the man dead sometimes—such is the conflict he raises in the bodies of his 

followers’.
37

 Reading the classics in the original, in the early twentieth century, was, for a 

woman especially, an ultimate intellectual achievement.
38

 But Woolf was not just an 

admirer of Plato, she goes as far as experiencing an ‘almost physical empathy’ with him, 

and writes in one of her early diaries: ‘I see for a moment how our minds are all threaded 

together—how any live mind today is of the very same stuff as Plato’s and Euripides’’.
39

 

Why did Plato fascinate Woolf, though—or, in what sense can the Symposium have been a 

source of inspiration for her?
40

 In the central part of this dialogue, which is Socrates’ 

definition of eros, Diotima (the priestess from Mantinea) argues through Socrates’ voice 

that physical sex is not what counts more in eros. The philosopher is actually the living 

embodiment of this doctrine, as in his relationships with young men ‘he exploited the 

homoerotic nature of the Athenian circle within which he moved’, aiming at convincing 

them to ‘consummate a lifelong affair with philosophy’.
41

 While love’s desire, initially, is 

for immortality achieved through procreation, this idea is gradually replaced by the thesis 

that only the beauty and goodness of the soul has the potential of immortality (212a). 

Once one realizes that, it’s all he needs ‘to give birth to and enquire after the kinds of 

reasoning which help young man’s moral progress’ (210c). ‘When men are physically 

pregnant’, Diotima has taught Socrates, 
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they’re more likely to be attracted to women; their love manifests in trying to 

get immortality, renown, and what they take to be happiness by producing 

children. Those who are mentally pregnant, however … I mean, there are people 

whose minds are far more pregnant than their bodies; they’re filled with the 

offspring you might expect a mind to bear and produce. What offspring? Virtue, 

and especially wisdom’ (208e-209a, emphasis and ellipses in the original) 

Paradoxically, Woolf employs Plato’s technique of metaphorizing birth in her 

effort to reposition women in history, despite the fact that his model excludes women from 

brain production, as it is associated exclusively with male homoerotic desire. The 

articulation of same-sex desire in the Symposium, and also the evanescence and 

multivocality of Socrates’ truth, seem to open up new possibilities for Orlando’s fluid 

subjectivity and sexuality, as well as her craving to elevate literary productivity and 

dissociate it from reproduction. If ‘truth comes to us in different disguises’ in the 

Symposium, as Woolf writes in her essay ‘On Not Knowing Greek’,
42

 what else is 

Orlando, but a text about dressing, cross-dressing, and redressing? If ‘Truth is various’, 

and ‘is to be pursued with all our faculties’, not with the intellect alone,
43

 Woolf’s acute 

hearing concentrates on Diotima’s voice covered up in Socrates’ disguise. For, even if 

women are exiled as physical presences from Agathon’s gathering of important men, it is 

a woman’s ventriloquized voice that utters the ultimate Truth in Plato’s work. 

If, according to Socrates, it is children of the mind of important men that lead to 

beauty and virtue, it is the children of their heart (‘The Oak Tree’ poem, for example, kept 

next to Orlando’s heart throughout the centuries) that will make women immortal, Woolf 

argues. In asking, ‘who shall measure the heat and violence of the poet’s heart when 

caught and tangled in a woman’s body?’ (ROO 47), Woolf makes it evident that genius for 

her is born irrespectively of bodily experience. The poet seems to exist a priori, and when 

she happens sometimes to dwell in a female body, then it is either her creative or her 

procreative nature that will survive.  
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